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2Brian Motley*
This paper re-examines the relation between unemployment and real
economicgrowth anddevelops estimatesofthe unemploymentrate under
a variety ofeconomic "scenarios" for the 1990s. The empirical results
suggest that if real GNP grows at an annual rate offour percent, the
growth rate projected by the Reagan Administration, the unemployment
rate willdecline to sixpercentby 1990. The unexpectedly rapiddecline in
unemploymentsince 1982 appears to reflect the strong cyclical upturn in
the economyratherthan anychange in thehistoricalrelation betweenthe
jobless rate andGNP.
In the first year and a half of recovery from the
1981-82 recession, during which the unemployment
rate rose to its highest level in more thanforty years,
the number ofjobless workers has declined drama-
tically. By June 1984, the civilian unemployment
rate had fallen to 7.1percent from its peak of 10.8
percent reached in December 1982. This improve-
ment in labor market conditions has been greater
than most economists expected. In its 1984 Annual
Report, for example, the President's Council of
Economic Advisers projected that the jobless rate
would not fall below 7 percent until 1987.
The analysis of this paper suggests that this un-
expectedly rapid decline in unemployment resulted
largely from the fact that the cyclical upswing in
real GNP has been much stronger than anticipated.
In the first halfof 1984, real GNP rose at an extra-
ordinarily high annual rate of 8.8 percent. Most
forecasters expectGNPgrowth in the second halfof
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the year and in 1985 to be considerably slower.
Hence, future declines in the jobless rate are likely
to come more slowly.
The purpose ofthis paper is to examine the rela-
tion between unemployment and economic growth
with a view to developing longer run projections of
the unemployment rate out to 1990. The framework
used is one originally developed by Arthur Okun in
1962 and popularly known as.Okun's Law. Okun
found that there was a stable relation between
changes in the rate of real economic growth and
changes in the unemployment rate. In this paper,
Okun's estimates of this relation are updated and
used to make projectionsofthe unemploymentrate.
Various alternative assumptions regarding the rate
ofreal economic growthbetween 1983 and 1990are
used. A distinctive feature of these projections is
that the impact on unemploymentoflong"run swings
in the growth rate ofoutput is analyzed in addition
to the effect ofcyclical fluctuations. Most previous
studies, including Okun's own analysis, have
focused on the short-run relation between outputgrowth and unemployment overthe business cycle.
The object ofthis paper is not to develop uncon-
ditional forecasts of the unemployment rate, but
rather to examine the implications for labor market
conditions ofalternative "scenarios" for real eco-
nomic growth inthe years ahead. This more modest
objective is useful for two closely related reasons.
First, since policies that aim to hasten real growth
run the risk that they will overstimulate the econ-
omy and add to the rate ofinflation, it is valuable to
gauge the likelybenefits ofsuchpolicies in theform
ofreduced unemployment. Second, and conversely,
because the likelihood of faster inflation tends to
increase as the economy approaches high levels of
employment, it is useful to attempt to make judg-
ments ofhow rapidly alternative paths ofreal growth
will lower the unemployment rate and thus ofhow




After examining the statistical relation between
the unemployment rate and real GNP, ArthurOkun
summarized his findings in the following state-
ment,I which laterbecame known as Okun's Law.
In the postwar period, on the average, each
extra percentage point in the unemployment
rate above four percent has been associated
with about a three percent decrement in real
GNP.
In this statement ofhis "Law", Okun took it for
granted that "full employment" corresponded to a
measuredunemploymentrateoffourpercent. Since
Okun wrote his classic paper, economists' views of
what constitutes full employment have changed
significantly. Now, the Law is more oftenexpressed
as a relation between the growth rate of real GNP
and changes in the unemployment rate.
To maintain a constant unemployment rate, real
output must grow at a rate sufficient both to offset
increases in output per worker and to provide jobs
for new entrants to the labor force. If real GNP
grows more slowly than this "required" rate, un-
employment will rise; joblessness will decline if
real growth exceeds the required rate. In particular,
Okun's Law states that ifthe annual growth rate of
real GNP is increased by three percentage points,
with no change in the "required" rate, the unem-
ployment rate will decline by one percentage point
eachyear. Thatan increase in the growth rate ofreal
GNP is associated with a less than proportionate
reduction in the unemployment rate is explained by
the fact that more rapid real growth also tends to be
associated with increasing labor force participation
and more rapid growth in output per employed
worker. Increased participation in the labor force
and higher laborproductivity (output perworker) in
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tum mean that agiven increase in real outputrequires
a smaller increase in the proportion of the labor
force employed and hence a smaller decrease in the
proportionthat is unemployed.
These growth-accounting relations may be seen
more formally in the following output identity:2
YIP = (Y/E) X (ElL) X (LIP)




This identity shows that output perheadofthe adult
population, YIP, may be decomposed into output
per employed worker, YIE, employment as a pro-
portion ofthe labor force, ElL, and the labor force
as a proportion of the population, LIP. Using the
symbols y, q, e and p to represent these four ratios,
Equation (1) may be rewritten as:
y = q x e x p (2)
Taking logarithms of this equation, differentiating
with respect to time, and rearranging terms, yields
an expression for the growth rate3 of the employ-
mentrate, e, in termsofthe growthratesofthe other
three variables:
din e = din y - din q - din p (3)
Since the employment rate, e, is simply the con-
verse of the unemployment rate, u, so that
e = (!-u), and since In (l-u) is approximately4
equal to -u, this equation in tum may be written:
-du = din y - (din q + din p) (4)
Equations (3) and (4) are accounting relations
with no particular economic content. Okun's Law,










rates to output growth is a close and stable one.
Suppose, for example, that, for demographic or
cultural reasons, the growthoflaborforce participa-
tion increases. This means both that there is an
increase in the total supply oflaborand that a larger
proportion of the total work force consists of less
experienced workers. Firms will be encouraged both
to adopt more labor-intensive methods ofproducing
theirexisting products and to switchto product lines
that require more labor and less capital. The result
of these changes is likely to be a slowing in the
growth rate of labor productivity.5 Conversely,
suppose there is an exogenous shock to the econ-
omy-such as a rise in the price of energy-that
slows the growth of labor productivity and, hence,
of real wages. Such a shock is likely to cause an
increase in labor force participation as families seek
to maintain their living standards.
These informal arguments suggest that more
rapid labor force growth is likely to lead to a slowing
in productivity growth, and also, conversely, that a
decline in productivity growth may cause a rise in
labor force participation. Whateverthe actual cause
and effect relationship between the growth rates of
labor productivity and of participation in the work
force, it is striking that the slowing in the growthof
outputperworkerafter 1965 roughlycoincidedwith
the acceleration in labor force participation. The
effect of these opposing movements in the growth
rates ofparticipation and ofproductivity is that the
sum of their growth rates is more stable over time
du = a' + b' dIn y + Vi (5)
where a' and b' are parameters and Vi represents. a
random error term.
Okun's finding that a one point reduction in the
unemployment rate required a three percentage point
increase in real GNP growth meant that b' in Equa-
tion (5) was approximately one-third. This result
also implied that the growth rates on the right side of
Equation (4) are not independent of one another.
Since a three percentage point increase in the growth
rate of output is associated with only a one point
reduction in the unemployment rate, the combined
growth rates of labor productivity and labor force
participation, dIn q + dIn p, must rise by two
percentage points.
Although Okun's Law normally is stated in terms
of changes in the unemployment rate, the analysis
and empirical computations in this paper are con-
ducted in terms ofemployment in orderto make use
of the exact accounting relationship embodied in
Equation (3) rather than its approximation in Equa-
tion (4). In terms of the employment rate, Okun's
Law is written:
between the growth rate ofreal GNPand the change
in the unemployment rate. This hypothesis may be
written:
din e = a + b din y +v (6)
Notice that Equation (6) impliesthat in orderto hold
the employment rate constant, real GNP mustgrow
at a rate -a/b. Hence, we expect empiricalestimates
ofEquation (6) to yield a negative intercept term.
By substituting Equation (6) into Equation (3)
and re-arranging terms, we obtain:
dIn q + dIn p = -a + (1 - b) dIn y - v (7)
This equation shows that ifthere is a stable relation
between the growth rates of real GNP and the em-
ployment rate (Okun's Law), then there also is a
stable relation between the growth rate ofreal GNP
and the sumofthe growth ratesoflaborproductivity
and labor force participation. This does not, how-
ever, necessarily meanthat the growthrates oflabor
productivity and labor force participation are each
related in a stable way to real output.
Indeed, it is not hard to think ofreasons that the
relations ofboth labor force participation and labor
productivity to real GNP might be quite unstable
even though the relation ofthe sum oftheir growth
28than is eitherindividualgrowth rate. This provides a
reason for expecting that Okun's law will remain
stable even in the face ofchanges in the growth of
participation and productivity. In effect, the Law
internalizes the tendency for productivity growth
and participation to vary inversely. In Charts 1-3 we
show the paths ofthese key ratios over the 1951-83
period.
TheStability ofOkun's Law
To use a simple Okun's Law equation such as
Equation (6) to estimate the implications for the
employment rate ofsome postulated path for future
real output, it is necessary to assume thatthe param-
eters of the equation remain constant over the pre-
diction period. Clearly, the stability ofthese param-
eters in the past will be a valuable indication ofthe
reasonableness ofthis assumption.
Tests of the stability of Okun's Law were per-
formed using quarterly data over the 33-yearperiod,
1951-1983. To allow for lags of adjustment, the
current and two lagged values ofthe quarterly GNP
growth rate were used as regressors. Equations were
estimated in the form:
din e, = an +a[ din Yt + a2 din Yt-l
(8)
The test procedure used was one devised by
Quandt. 6 This test proceeds in two stages. First, the
technique provides a method of finding the date at
which any parameter change is most likely to have
occurred. It does this by finding the date at which
the overall fit ofthe equation canbe most improved
by splitting the sample. Second, having located this
"switchingpoint" ,it tests whetherthere was infact
astatisticallysignificantparametershiftat thatdate. 7
Table I summarizes the results of these stability
tests. Since the first stage of the testing procedure
indicated that the most probable switching point
was the second quarter of 1966, Sample I refers to
the period 1951(I) - 1983(IV), while Samples II
and III are the sub-samples ofthis period, 1951(1) -
1966(1) and 1966(II) - 1983(IV). The first three
columns show the results ofestimating Equation (8)
over these three sample periods with no restrictions.
The F-statistic shown in the first column tests the
hypothesis that all the coefficients remained constant
overthe full sample period-this hypothesis cannot
be rejected. Columns four and five give the estima-
ted coefficients when the intercept is permitted to
change but the''slope" coefficients are constrained
to be constant between the two sample periods. The
F-statistic in column four tests the hypothesis that
the intercept did not change between the two
periods-this hypothesis is rejected. Finally,
columns six and seven show the coefficients when
the intercept is constrained to be constant and the
slopes are allowed to vary. The F-statistics in
column six test the hypothesis that the slope coeffi-
cients did not change between the subperiods, first
under the assumption that the intercept was con-
stant, and, second, assuming that the intercept
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29shifted in 1966(11). Under either assumption, the
hypothesis that the slope coefficients remained
constant cannot be rejected.
The principal conclusion from this series oftests
is that we can accept the hypothesis that changes in
the employment rate were related in a stable way to
changes in the growth rate of real GNP over the
1951-83 period. That is, the slope coefficients in
Equation (8) remained constant. Thus, the analysis
of twenty years of additional data does not alter
Okun's basic conclusion that there is a stable relation
between short-run changes in real GNP and the
unemployment rate. The stability of this relation
over the last thirty years provides a strong basis for
continuing to use it for prediction pruposes.
Assuming that the intercept did shift between the
two sample periods, the sum ofthe slope coefficients
in the estimated equation
8 is 0.481. This value
implies that to raise the annual growth rate of the
employment rate by one percentage point required
an increase in the annual growth rate of real per
capita GNP of 2.08 percentage points. This com-
pares to Okun's estimate ofthree percentage points
overthe 1947-1960 period.
The statistically significant rise in the intercept
term in the estimated equation implies that the
growth rate of real GNP required to keep the em-
ployment rate unchanged did not remain constant
over the full 1951-1983 sample period. As shown
earlier in connection with Equation (6), this required
growth rate is the negativeofthe ratio ofthe intercept
to the slope, so that the finding that the intercepthas
become less negative implies that it has required a
lower growth rate of real GNP to hold the employ-
ment rate constant since 1966.
The required growth rate, computed by dividing
the negative ofthe estimated interceptbythe sumof
the slope coefficients, is shown at the bottom of
Table 1. These computations indicate that an annual
growth rate in per capita GNP of 1.51 percent was
needed to hold the unemploymentrate constantover
the period between 1966 and 1983, whereas the
required rate in the earlier sample period was 2.39
percent. The adultpopulation increasedatan annual
rate of 1.77 percent between 1966 and 1983, imply-
ing a required annual growth rate of total GNP of
3.28 percent. In fact, GNProse atan averagerateof
only 2.67 percent per yearoverthis period and, as a
Table 1
Okun's Law: Stability Tests
(Dependent Variable is Annual Growth Rate of Employment Rate)












PerCapita GNP (t) 0.249
(11.13)
Per CapitaGNP (t-I) 0.166
(6.90)












































*Growth rate ofper capitaGNP required to hold the unemployment rate constant.
**Statistically significant at the 5 percent level.
30consequence, the unemployment rate increased from
3.8 percent to 8.5 percent. To bring the unemploy-
ment rate down, real output growth must proceed
faster than the required rate.
Okun's Law and the Business Cycle
The fact that Okun stated his Law in terms of
deviations from full employment suggests that he
regarded it as applying primarily to cyclical varia-
tions in output and employment. Over the business
cycle, the output growth rate required to compensate
for long-run movements in outputperworkerand in
labor force participation, and so to hold the unem-
ployment rate steady, would not change much. As a
result, the intercept term in a simple Okun's Law
equation would remain approximately constant.
However, the results in Table 1 indicate that this
required growth rate may change in the long-run. To
develop an explicitexpression for the required rate,
assume that real output and the employment rate
each may be written as the product ofa trend com-
ponent and acyclical component. In terms ofgrowth
rates, this assumption implies:
din y, = din YT" + din Ye" (9)
dine, din eT" + din ee" (10)
Now assume that the growth rate of the cyclical
component of the employment rate is related to
cyclical changes in real output.
din ee" = B dIn Ye" + w, (II)
where w, represents a random error term. Combin-
ing Equations (9), (10) and (II) yields an Okun's
Law equation in terms ofboth the original variables
and theirtrendcomponents:
din e, = (dIn eT" - B dIn YT.,)
+ B din y, + w, (12)
This equation is analogous to Equation (6) except
that the intercept term in parentheses is not neces-
sarilyconstant. Hence, the hypothesis thatthere is a
stable relation between output and employmentover
the business cycle is consistent with the empirical
results ill· Table I since that hypothesis does flot
require that the intercepttem1 ofthe estimatedequa-
tion be a constant. In particular, by setting the left
side ofEquation (12) equal to zero, it may be solved
for the output growth rate required to hold the em-
ployment rate steady:
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din y~ = dIn h, - dIn eT.JB (13)
Hence, Equation (12) may also be written as
din e, = B(dln y, - dIn yR) + w, (14) ,
which again shows that shifts in the estimated inter-
cept ofan Okun's Law equation may be interpreted
as representing changes in the rate ofoutput growth
required to hold the employment rate steady.
Since the objective ofthis paperis to examine the
implications of alternative GNP scenarios rather
than to develop unconditional forecasts of the un-
employment rate, no attempt is made explicitly to
model changes in the required output growth rate,
This would require a detailed analysis of future
trends ofproductivity and laborforce participation.
Instead, I have assumed in making the projections
that the trend in the employment rate varies with
changes in the trend ofoutput. Equations (13) and
(14) show that this assumption implies that the re-
quired output growth rate-and hence the intercept
of the Okun's Law equation-also varies with the
trend in real GNP.
Alternative Techniques for
Predicting Unemployment
The use ofOkun's Law is not the only technique
available for predicting the future unemployment
rate. For example, most economists argue that in
the long-run the unemployment rate will approach
what is known as the natural rate. Hence, the best
long-run forecast ofthe unemployment rate is that it
will be equal to the natural rate.
Even when the economy is operating at a high
level of activity, persons are continually entering
and leaving the unemployment pool. New entrants
to the labor force generally find they must devote a
period oftime to searching for a job before locating
one, Similarly, at any particular time, a number of
established workers will be unemployed as they go
through the normal process ofmoving between jobs.
Because each individual worker and each job is to
some extent unique, and because neitherjob-seekers
nor potential employers have complete information,
it takes time for these unemployed persons to find
jobs. This normal amount of joblessness, which
occurs even when labor markets are in equilibrium
so thatthere is no tendency for nominal wages either
to accelerate orto decelerate, is termedthe "natural
rate" ofunemployment by economists.The total number ofpersons unemployed depends
on the number becoming unemployed each month
and on the averagetime taken by eachtosearchfora
suitable job. 9 For example, if 100 persons become
newly unemployed each month and the average
search time is six months, the average number of
unemployed will be 600 persons. The average time
spent looking for a job depends on the costs ofand
returns to job-search. Factors which increase. the
costs ofsearch-forexample, a reduction in unem-
ployment compensation benefits-or which make
search more effective-such as the development of
employment agencies-shorten average search
times andso cause the natural rate to decline. Onthe
other hand, an increase in the average flow ofper-
sons into the unemployment pool will tend to raise
the natural rate. Such an increase might be caused,
for example, by more rapid technologicalchange or
more frequent changes in the pattern offinal demand
which would make it necessary for workers to
change jobs more often. Thus, the natural rate. of
unemployment will tend to be higher in a dynamic,
changing economy than in a more stable one.
Demographic changes also·may·affect the natural
rate by increasing ordecreasingthe average flow of
new entrants into the work force.
In making the projections in this paper, I have not
followed the natural rate approach largely because it
requires both explicit assumptions regarding what
the natural rate is and when it will be reached and an
implicit assumption that actual unemployment will
approach the natural rate "smoothly." Although
most economists argue that the natural rate is in the
vicinity of 6-7 percent, such assumptions are
necessarily arbitrary. Nonetheless, it is worthpoint-
ing out that Equation (12) is quite consistent with
the natural rate approach. In the very long-run,the
actual and trend growth rates of real GNP willbe
equal. In that case, the equation implies that the
actual change in the employment rate is equalto the
trend change which, presumably, reflects only
changes in the natural rate.
For shorter time horizons, an alternative approach
to the use of Okun's Law would be to forecast
separately the growth of labor productivity, YIE,
and of labor force participation, LIP, and to use
Equation (I) to derive a forecast ofthe employment
rate. This appears to be the approach used by the
Council of Economic Advisers in developing its
near-term projections of the unemployment rate. 10
Ithas the advantage ofpermitting explicit consider-
ation ofthe wide range offactors that influence the
unemployment rate through their effect On produc-
tivity or participation. But it possesses the disad-
vantage of not allowing for the apparent inter-
dependence between participation and productivity
changes which is internalized in Okun'5 Law. For
example, the CEA uses estimates of future labor
force participation prepared by the BureauofLabor
Statistics. I I These estimates are based primarily on
demographic rather than economic considerations.
II. Predicting the Employment Rate
For making the empirical estimates, a more
detailed decomposition of real GNP was used.
Equation (I) was extended to
Y/P=Y/(ExH) x ElL x LIP x H/HP x HP
(15)
where H=Average Annual Hours Worked per
Employed Person
HP= Potential Annual Hours per in the
Labor Force
Changes in potential hours per worker
reflect variations in the proportion ofthe laborforce
that chooses to work part·time. Divergences
between actual and potential hours result from
variations in the incidence ofovertime and involun-
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tary part-time work overthe businesscycle. Dataon
each ofthe components ofthis identityare available
from the Bureau ofLabor Statistics. 12
Separate projections were developedofthe trend
and cyclical components both of the em.ployment
rate and ofeach ofthe''supplementary" variables
in Equation (15): output per worker-hour, the parti-
cipation rate, the actual/potential hours ratio and
potential hours per head. As explained. above,
variations in the trend growth rate ofelUployment
are proxies for changes in the required output growth
rate and thus for movements in the intercept ofthe
Okun's Law equation. The projections of the sup-
plementary variables were made to provide an in-(17)
(16)
+ b~ din y~2 + v~
where din z, represents the growth· rates of the
employment rate and of each of the four supple-
mentary variables, din y, represents the growth rate
ofreal GNP, andthe superscripts (T and C) identify
the trend and cyclecomponents ofthese variables.
SummingEquations (16) and (17)and rearranging
tenns yields:
Undereach growth scenario, the projected level
ofpercapita GNP in the fourth quarterof1990 was
computed by applying the assumed quarterly growth
rates to its actual level in 1983(IV). It was assumed
that the actual and trend levels ofreal GNP will be
equal16 in 1990(IV) and that the trend path will
follow afourth degree polynomial between 1983(IV)
and 1990(IV).17 Chart 4 shows these GNP projec-
tions on which the employment rate forecasts were
based.
The first stageofthe forecastingprocess consists
ofpt'Ojecting the trends in. the.employment rate and
each of •• the supplementary variables under each
GNP scenario. This requires estimates ofthe rela-
tions betweenthe trend component ofeach variable
and trendGNP. To obtain these estimates, the trend
and cycle components ofeach variable are assumed
to be linearly related to GNP.
din ZT = aT + bTdlnyT+ bT din yT , 0' I ,-I
dlnz = (aT + aC) + (bT bC) din yT too t
+ (bi - bi) din y~1 + (b~ - b~) din y~2
+ b~ din Y, + b; din y'_1
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fonnal check onthe reasonablenessofthe employ·
ment rate estimates. As it happened, however, the
"fit" of the equations explaining the supplemen-
taryvariables was inferiorto the Okun'sLawequa-
tions,making predictions derived from them less
reliable.
Three sets of projections were cornputedbased
on alternative assumptions about the behavior of
realGNPpercapitabetween nowandtheendofthe
decade. 13 The "high growth" and "low growth"
scenarios call respectively for average real annual
per capita growth. rates offour percent and two
percentbetween 1983(IV)and1990(IV). The "CEA
scenario" calls for growth in real percapitaGNP at
approximately the rates assumed inthe 1984Report
ofthe Council of Economic Advisers. 14 These
assumptions callforrealGNPtogrow at rates of4.5
percent in 1984 and 4.0 percent in the rest of the
decade. Since the adult population is expected to
rise at an annual rate of roughly one percent, the
CEA scenario forpercapita growth was constructed
by subtracting one percentage point from the GNP
growth rates assumed by the CounciL
Each series in Equation (15).was decomposed
into its trend and cyclical components by regressing
its logarithm on a fourth degreepolynomialintime
over the period 1950(1) - 1983(IV).15 The fitted
values from these regressions were designated as
the trend components and the residuals as the cycle
components.
33Since trend GNP is a smooth series, theseequations
may be approximated by
dIn Zt = [a +«b~ + b; + bn-(b~ + bf + bi»
x «(In y; - In y;3)/3)] (18)
+ b; dIn y, + b~ dIn Yt-I
+ bi din y'-2 + v,
where a = aT + a
C and v, = v;+ v;.
In these equations, the quarterly growth rate ofeach
variable depends on the actual quarterly growth
rates of GNP in the last three quarters and the
average trend growth rate over those quarters. In
particular, the employment rate equation in (18) is
the empirical counterpart of Equation (12). The
terms in brackets represent the intercept. of the
Okun's Law equation and varies in respoIlse to
changes in the trend GNP growth rate.
Table 2 provides estimates of the coefficients of
Equations (18) underthe CEA scenario. As required
by the theory, the constant term and the coefficient
on trend GNP growth in the employment rate equa-
tion both are statistically significant and negative,
implying that the GNP growth rate required to hold
the employment rate steady is positive. IS Given the
trends in the employment rate and real GNP andthe
estimates ofthe cyclical response ofemployment to
output from Table 2 (that is, b~ + b~ + b~),
Equation (13) may be used to compute a time-series
ofthe required GNP growth rate. The result ofthis
computation-shownin Chart5-indicatesthat the
required growth rate has been declining over most
of the sample period. This is consistent with the
earlier finding that the interceptinthe simple Okun's
Law equationsestimated in Table 1was higher (less
negative) in the 1966-83 period than in the earlier
years. However, the employment rate equation in
Table 2 implies that if, as expected, real GNPgrowth
increases in the eighties compared to the seventies,





(All Variables Are Annual Percentage Growth Rates)
Dependent Variable
Actual!
Employment OutputPer Participation Potential
Rate Worker-Hour Rate Hours
Constant -0.383 -0.341 0.909 -0.072
(1.47) (0.48) (2.34) (0.71)
Trend GNP* -0.296 0.921 -0.403 -0.015
(2.12) (2.44) (1.93) (0.27)
Actual GNP (t) 0.252 0.560 0.00 0.057
(11.39) (9.38) (.002) (6.59)
Actual GNP (t-I) 0.168 -0.188 0.035 -0.0009
(7.08) (2.93) (0.98) (0.10)
Actual GNP (t-2) 0.057 -0.070 -0.007 -0.0008
(2.63) (1.19) (0.20) (0.09)
R2 0.73 0.42 0.005 0.27
SEE 0.98 2.64 1.46 0.038
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tion process used here implicitly allows for this
because the required rate varieswith the trend rate.
The sums of the four slope coefficients in the
equations in Table 2 are estimates of the trend
response ofeach variable to changes in trend GNP
(that is, of b~ + b; + b~). These estimated trend
response>coefficients, together with the estimated
intercept terms, were used to simulate the quarterly
trend growth of each variable under each future
growth scenario. These projected growthrates were
c1lmulated to yieldprojections ofthe trend levelsof
each variable between1983(IV) and 1990(IV).
We suggested earlier that the supplementary
variables might be interdependentso that theirindi-
vidualgrowth rates are not closely related to GNP
growth. The results inTable2 supportthatargument.
Output per workerchour and the actual/potential
hours ratio are related only weakly to GNP, while
the participation rate and potentiaL hours show
essentially no relation. The fact that the fit of the
employment rate (Okun's Law) equation is none-
theless quite close supports the hypothesis that this
equation internalizes the interdependencies between
the supplementary variables.
The second stage in the projection process
involves the cyclical components ofthe series.
Equations were estimated in the form of Equation
(17) of the relations between. the cyclical growth
rate ofeach series and the cyclical growthrateofper
capita real GNP. The equations estimated underthe









Cycle Equations Under CEA Scenario
(AllVariables Are Annual Percentage Growth Rates)
Dependent Variable
Actual!
Employment OutputPer Participation Potential
Rate Worker-Hour Rate Hours
0.045 -0.071 -0.125 -0.026
(0.53) (0.31) (0.96) (0.78)
0.251 0.561 0.001 0.057
(11.53) (9.47) (0.32) (6.55)
0.168 -0.189 0.035 -0.0007
(7.19) (2.97) (0.97) (0.07)
0.06 -0.081 -0.005 0.0006
(2.80) (1.38) (0.14) (0.07)
0.74 0.40 0.00 0.27






















With Projections to 1990
5
10
io, which implies a total GNPgrowth ofalmost five
percent per yearoverthe remainderofthe decade, is
unrealistically high. Any attempt to achieve such




were simulated to 1990(IV) to yield projections of
the cyclical component ofthe variables under each
growth scenario.
20 The projected cyclical compo-
nents then were added to the trend projections
derived earlier from Table 2 to.yield quarterly
forecasts ofeachofthe variablesovertheremainder
ofthe decade.
The resulting projections of the unemployment
rate are shown in Chart 6. Unemploymentrates of
8.2 percent and 3.2 percentare projectedfortheend
of 1990 under the low and high growth scenarios,
and a rate of6.2 percent is projected undertheCEA
scenario. The low growth scenario calls for slower
economic growth than required to maintain a con-
stant unemployment rate. This implies a rising
unemployment rate through the eighties. The CEA
scenario implies an unemployment rate by the end
of the decade that is close to most economists'
estimates ofthe natural rate. Under the high growth
scenario, the unemployment rate is broughtsignifi-
cantly below the natural rate. The implicationto be
drawn from this result, however, is that this scenar-
III. Implications of the Projections
In Table 4, the projections ofthe unemployment
rate developed in the previous section aI"e cOil1Pared
with the annual estimates made by the President's
Council ofEconomic Advisers. Both setsofpredic-
tions are based on the same assumed growth in real
GNP in the years ahead. Although the estimation
methods are different, the two projections are quite
close. Both forecasts call forthe unemploymentrate
to average close to six percent by 1989. Onediffer-
ence between the two sets of estimates is that the
calculations made in this paper imply that most of
the reduction in the unemploymentrate will occurin
the near future whereas the Council's forecasts show
the largest declines in the later years. This reflects
the fact that our Okun's Law model implies that the.
unemployment rate responds more strongly to
cyclical changes in GNP growth than to changes in
trend and hence shows smaller declines inunem~
ployment as GNP converges on its long-run trend
path.
As pointedout in the precedingsection, however,
the projections are sensitive to the assumptions with
regard to real economic growth. The estimates pre-
sented in Table 4 are those implied by the CEA
growth scenario. Under the low scenario, the
unemployment rate is projected to remain essentially
unchanged from its late 1983 level. Although most
economists expect economic growth over the decade
to be more rapid than the rate assumed in that
scenario~two percent per annum in per capita
terms-it is worth pointing out that that rate is
already higher than the growth achieved during the
seventies. In other words, simply to hold on to the
employment gains achieved since 1982 will require
economic growth at rates higher than the U.S. has
achieved since the sixties.
In contrast, the high scenario~which calls for
per capita growth·at a four percent rate-would
rapidly bring unemployment down to the natural
rate. The projected unemployment rate declines to
5.5 percent bymid-1987 under this scenario.
HOWever, such rapid real growth would exceed
even that achieved in the early sixties-between
1960(IV) and 1966(IV) real per capita GNP
increased at an annual rate of3.7percent. Moreover,
in that earlier period, inflation and the federal deficit
36were negligible and, as a consequence, interest rates
were significantly lower. Thus, the projections
based on this high.growth assumption are almost
certainly too optimistic. Any attempt to achieve
them would likely produce a substantialrisein the
inflation rate.
The unemployment projections in. Chart 6 and
Table 4 used the fourth quarterof1983 as theirbase.
Since that time, the unemploymentrate has declined
more rapidly than projected, reaching an average of
7.4 percent in the secondquarterof1984. Itis clear,
however, that this "miss" occurred because real
GNP growth has been greater than assumed in the
projections rather than from a defect in the estima-
tion method used. In the first two quarters of 1984,
per capita GNP increased at an average annual rate
0f7V2 percentratherthan the 3V2 percentassumedin
the CEA scenario. This difference in output growth
wouldbe expectedto reduce the unemploymentrate
by 0.8 percentage point overtwo quarters, which is
exactly equal to the difference between the actual
and projected rates in 1984(II). This gives one some
confidence that, ifthe GNPassumptions underlying
the projections prove to be accurate overthe decade
as a whole (that is, that the rapid growth in the first
half of 1984 represents "borrowing from the
future"), the long-run unemployment projections
also will becloseto the mark.
Table 4 also compares the projections ofoutput
per worker and of labor force participation. Al-
though the Council'sestimateoftheunemployment
rate atdecade's end is close to that developedinthis
paper, the estimates of these supplementary vari-
ables are different. The Council predicts more rapid
growth in labor force participation. and slower
expansion in outputperworker.
This paper's estimates ofproductivity and parti-
cipation are made in the same manner as the em-
ployment rate estimates-by simulating the equa-
tions estimated in Tables 2and 3. However, because
these simulated values satisfyEquation(I), anyone
ofthe variables may be regarded as being obtained
as a residual. Unfortunately, the fit ofthe estimated
equations was poor. As a result, one has less confi-
dence in the forecast of these supplementary vari-
ables than of the employment rate. Nonetheless,
their simulatedvalues appear reasonable, and this
adds modestly to one's confidence inthe unemploy-
ment rate projections.
As is well-known, the acceleration in overall
labor force participation after about 1965 chiefly
reflected the increased number ofwomen choosing
Table4



























































Source: Annual Report ofthe President's Council ofEconomic Advisers, 1984, and author's calculations.
Note: This table shows 1989 annual average projections since this is the last date projected by the Council.
37to enter paid employment. By the end of 1983, the
female participation rate had reached 53 percent
compared to 76 percent for men. Itremains an open
question whether this increase in women's partici-
pation in the workforce principally reflects afunda-
mental cultural change or merely the response of
families to a slowing in economic growth. Foreither
explanation, however, one would expect some
slowing in overall labor force participation in the
years ahead as GNP growth picks up and women's
participation approaches thatofmen. The estimates
in Table 4 show such a slowing.
It is widely expected that labor productivity
growth will increase in the presentdecade, especial-
ly ifoverall GNP growth remains strong. Since the
output per worker-hour equation in Table 2 implies
that productivity growth responds more strongly to
a change in the trend of GNP than to its cyclical
movements, the growth ofproductivity would tend
to accelerate ifreal per capita GNP growth ofclose
to three percent a yearis in fact achieved for the next
several years. The slower growth and increasing
experience ofthe work force also will tend tostirnu-
late productivity growth.
Slowergrowth oflaborforce participation makes
it easier to bring the unemployment rate down
because fewer jobs are needed for new entrants to
the labor market. On the other hand, more rapid
productivity growth makes it more difficult, sincea
given growth rate ofreal GNP generates fewer new
jobs. As pointed out earlier, the advantage ofinvok-
38
ing Okun's Law is that it enables one to estimate
unemployment rates quite well even though the
response of productivity growth and labor force
growth to alternative paths ofreal GNP growth are
individually difficult to predict. Nonetheless, it is
reassuring that estimatesofproductivity and partici-
pation that are consistent with our unemployment
rate forecasts also seem to make sense in tenus of
the factors that appearlikely to influence them in the
years ahead.
Conclusion
The projections developed in this paper are, at
best, illustrative. Clearly, their realization will
depend on the path of real GNP attained in the
present decade. For example, if the CEA growth
projections are achieved, the past stability ofOkun's
Law argues that the unemployment rate is likely to
decline much more slowly in the years ahead than it
has since the business cycle trough in December
1982. In other words, bringing the unernployment
rate down more rapidly-given 3 percent growth in
real per capita GNP-would require a shift in the
historical relation between employment and real
growth. Given the past stability ofthis relation, the
probability of such an outcome appears not to be
very high. On the other hand, an attempt to bring
unemployment down more rapidly by aiming for a
rate ofpercapita growth above three percent would
run the risk of over-stimulating the economy and
pushing it past its inflation threshold.1. Arthur~LOkun, "PotentialGNP: ItsMeasurement and
Significance," AmericanStatistical Association, 1962 Pro-
ceedings of the Business and Economic Statistics
Section, p. 99.
2. For simplicity, the effects of varying hours of work are
included in the output.per workervariable. In the later
empiricalcalculations, a more complex version ofthisiden-
tity is used.
3. Notethatthe derivativeofthe logarithm ofany variable z
with respecttotime is the instantaneous growth rate ofz.
4. Forexample, In (l-u) ==0.1054 for u 0.10.
5. In a recent paper, MichaelDarbyattributed much ofthe
recent slowdown in measured productivity growth to these
typesofchanges. SeeMich.ael R. DCirby, "TheU.S. Produc-
tivity Slowdown: A Case of Statistical Myopia", American
Economic Review, Volume 74, Number3, June 1984.
6. R.L. Brown, J. Durbin, and J.M. Evans, "Techniques for
Testing the Constancy of RegressionRelationships Over
TIme," Royal Statistical SoCiety Journal, Series B, Vol.
37, No.2, 1975, p. 157.
7. Gregory C. Chow: "Tests of Equality Between Sets of
Coefficients in Two Linear Regressions", Econometrica,
Vol. 28, NO.3 (July 1960).
8. This statement refers to the equations shown in the
fourth and fifth columns of Table 1 in which the intercept
values are allowed to shift in 1966(11).
9. Therelation between the flows into and outofthe unem-
ployment pool and the total numberof persons unemployed
is explored in detail in apaperbyMichael Keely in this issue
ofthe Economic Review.
10. These projections are given in Table 6-11 of the 1984
Annual.Report ofthe Council of Economic Advisers. This
table also includes projections of real GNP, total employ-
mel1tand outputperhour.
11. See H.N. FUllerton, Jr. and J. Tschetter, "The 1995
Labor Force: A Second Look," Monthly Labor Review,
Vol. 106, No. 11 (November 1983). The participation rates
implied bythe CEA's unemploymentrate projections corre-
spond tothose given in this article.
12. See Curtis L. Gilroy, "Supplemental Measures of Labor
Force Utilization", MonthlyLaborReview (May 1975), for
a descriptionoftheSedata.
13. Throughout this discussion the phrase "per capita"
mElans•"per.head .• of the civilian. adult non·institutional
population."




a1T + a2 T2 + a3T3 + a4T4,
wht;lreTjs a quarterly time trend variable equal to 1 in
1950(1) and 136 in 1983 (IV) and ZT represents in turn each
ofthElvariab'esin Equation (15). Thisdecor11p<>sition method
ensurEls~ratthe "adding up" restrictionsimpliedby Equation
(15) also hold forthe trend aI1d cycle components individually.
16. This "agnostic" assumption is adopted because one
has no wayofknowing whetherGNPwill beaboveorbelow
trend in 1990(IV); that is, Whether that quarter will coincide
with an upswing ora downswing in the business cycle.
17. Specifically, for each scenario, a fourth degree poly-
nomial.was fitted to per capita GNP from 1950 to 1983,
SUbject to the restriction that it smoothly approached the
projectedvalueofactualGNPin1990(IV). Thefitted values
of these polynomials in 1984"90were designated as the
projected future trend ofGNP under each scenario. This
procedure yielded values of the past trend of GNP which
wereslightlydifferentfrom thoseyieldedbythe unrestricted
polynomial regression described in footnote 15. To ensure
consistency, the trend values ofthe employment rate and
the supplementary variables inthe period 1950-1983 com-
puted from the unrestricted polynomial regressions were
adjustedtosumtorevisedtrendGNPundereachscenario.
18. The decomposition ofGNP into its cycle and trend
components is differentundereach growthscenario (owing
tothe restriction thatthecyclical componentgoestozero in
1990 (IV» and also different when the decomposition is
derived only from 1950-83 data without restrictions. How-
ever, thecoefficientson actual GNPgrowthareonlyslightly
different in each scenario, implying that the estimated
cyclicalresponse of employmenttoGNPis not sensitiveto
theprecisemethodusedtodecomposetheGNPseriesinto
its trend and cycle components. In addition, althoughthe
coefficients on the trend growth ofGf',IP (which represent
(bJ+ bT + bJ) - (b§ +bf+ b~) in Equation (18) differed
betweenscenarios, thesedifferenceswerelargelyoffsetby
opposite differences in the constantterms (ain Equation
(18». Thus, the estimated values of the required rate were
verysimilar in the alternative scenarios.
19. As in the case ofthe equations in Table II, the coeffi-
cientsofthe equations varied very little between the three
scenarios.
20. In making these simulations, the constant term in the
equation wasdeleted. This constantterminprinciple repre-
sents aC in Equation (17) andthus is incorp<>rated in the
intercept inEquation (18) which was uSed inprojecting the
trend.